
My Dreamy Old Husband
Chapter 361

After getting beaten up by Michael, Stanley came over to Sophia crying.

“Aunt, can’t you watch after your husband? How could he beat people up without
reason?! Look at how badly he hit me…”

Sophia petted Stanley’s dog as she ridiculed him. “You deserve it!”

All of a sudden, Stanley ran away again. It turned out that Michael was coming
from behind him.

Sophia looked up at Michael, who was gradually approaching. He was only
wearing a pair of swimming trunks, showing his distinct V line and six packs.

Under the sunlight by the beach, his skin was glowing a golden color, and Sophia
thought he looked like a greasy roast chicken. She secretly swallowed and
withdrew her hungry gaze. Then, Michael strode over and took a sip of juice that
was next to Sophia, using the straw that she used.

When Stanley saw this, he yelled, “Ew! That’s disgusting!”

However, Michael ignored him and took a second sip. Then, he suddenly leaned
close and kissed Sophia, feeding her the juice in his mouth.

Everyone was speechless. Once you start dating, no matter how elegant a
person is, they will do disgusting things. Everyone else quickly stayed away from
them.



After the two of them finished the glass of juice by feeding each other through
kisses, they lay down on the beach mat to rest. After a while, everybody saw the
two of them went into the water and swam around together. It was easy to tell
that Michael was really happy. Joy was written all over his face, just like when he
was twenty years old.

Michael tickled Sophia under the water and Sophia burst into laughter. However,
she was still holding onto Michael’s neck, not letting go. She didn’t really know
how to swim but Michael was really good at swimming, so he carried her on his
back and swam around. Everyone on the beach could hear Sophia’s
unrestrained laughter…

After playing for a whole day, Sophia felt happy but she was exhausted. She
went back to Woody’s house to wash up and went to bed early. Nathan was
arranged to sleep somewhere else that night so Sophia bravely lay on the bed
naked as she waited for Michael. Meanwhile, Michael was still studying Cooper’s
bookshelves tirelessly.

As soon as he looked up, he saw a seducing figure and was overwhelmed, so he
quickly stopped what he was doing and got into bed. With his body pressing on
Sophia’s, he bit her ear and whispered, “What are you looking at?”

While opening the book that Woody gave her, Sophia switched on the ultra-thin
laptop that she had brought and said, “I’m sure there’s another reason why
Woody gave me this book. I uploaded a picture of the book online and just found
out that this book is about calculators.”

Calculators?

Woody would never give Sophia the book for no reason. He probably took the
book out because he has a gut feeling that Cooper’s daughter has returned.

At that moment, Michael remembered the calculator on Cooper’s bookshelves a
moment ago so he hurriedly took the calculator over. Cooper had used it years



ago so it was pretty old. However, with people cleaning the place frequently, it
didn’t accumulate dust.

Sophia took over the calculator. Then, pointing at the index of the book, she said
to Michael, “Cooper made many notes on the index. Most of the markings are
made with a red pen but he used a blue pen in this area. I’m sure that there’s
something special about it. I turned to the page marked with a blue pen and
found that it was a page introducing high-tech calculators.”

Even though Sophia was learning two languages, she didn’t know what language
the book was written in. So, she took a picture, uploaded to the internet, and
used the search engine’s image recognition function to decipher it bit by bit.
Meanwhile, Michael stood by and watched as Sophia typed away on the laptop’s
keyboard while marking the book with a pen.

He frowned a little. Hale was right. We have been searching around the globe for
Cooper like headless chickens and forgotten that Cooper’s daughter and father
are right next to us. Both of them are Cooper’s only existing family in the world.

Even if Sophia has never met Cooper, she is still his offspring after all. Sophia
has his intelligence and she might be the closest person to Cooper in the world.

Michael caressed her ass as he watched her search for clues. “… The book says
that in 1994, a European company that produces safes launched a mini safe in
the shape of a calculator, which can hide some small important things.

However, after it was put on the market, the sales weren’t good so they stopped
producing it. They only managed to sell 50 of them and the production codes are
listed here.”

Sophia glanced at Cooper’s calculator that Michael brought over and looked at
the back of it. Looking at the production code in arabic numerals, she said, “This
calculator that belongs to Cooper is a miniature safe.”



Michael had toyed with it for a while just now and the battery was dead. “I’ll go
look for tools to disassemble it.”

Hearing this, Sophia frowned and said, “That won’t do. According to the book,
this miniature safe has a self-destructing device. Forcing it to open will trigger the
self-destruction mechanism and whatever is inside will be destroyed.”

“Then what should we do?” Michael hurriedly asked Sophia. After Sophia
finished reading the information online, she replied, “You must open it by entering
a specific formula into the calculator. After that, it will bring you to the password
input interface. Once you enter the correct password, the safe will open.”

Michael looked around and picked up the air conditioner remote control. He then
removed its batteries and installed it into the calculator. It turned on after a while
but it was no different from a normal calculator.

Then, Sophia said, “Look, there are more than ten consecutive pages with
Cooper’s writings in this chapter. It seems as if he was using this book as a draft
but only this formula is circled with a red pen. I think this formula is probably the
formula to start the password input interface.”

As Sophia spoke, she entered the formula that Cooper left into the calculator.
After entering a lot of formulas, only a number—1000, popped out.

Sophia frowned and said, “The book says that the number that pops up after
entering the formula is the number of digits in the password.”

A thousand-digit password… It has the same number of digits as the password
for the money in Kuwait. It might be the same password! Isn’t Cooper afraid that
he might forget a thousand-digit password? However, Michael looked at Sophia
expectantly. Maybe she has a way.

“The book says that there are only five chances to insert the password correctly.
Once you get it wrong five times, the safe will self-destruct. Let me try…” As she
spoke, her hands were already pressing on the numbers on the keypad.



Michael watched as she pressed the buttons. When she pressed a number, the
number 1000 turned into 999. As she pressed more numbers, the amount on the
calculator became smaller and smaller—it turned out to be a countdown.

When the password input interface showed the number 0, twenty minutes had
passed. They had actually used 20 whole minutes to enter the password! When
Sophia pressed on the last number and clicked the confirm button, the screen
went black.

Then, with a click, a USB popped out from the side of the calculator.


